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Rank preference models have been employed to evaluate taste tests of snap beans (Plackett,
1975), crackers (Critchlow, 1980), soft drinks (Bockenholt, 1992), animal feed (Marden, 1995),
cheese snacks (Vigneau et al., 1999), salad dressings (Vargo, 1989 and Theusen, 2007), sushi
(Chen, 2014) and, recently, wine (Bodington, 2015a, 2015b). This abstract provides a summary
of two widely employed rank preference models, examples of three applications of the models to
wine tasting results, and then examples of additional wine-related research questions that such
models may assist in answering.
Judges confer medals, ribbons, scores, ranks and other awards on wines entered in dozens of
state fair, county fair, magazine, newspaper and other wine competitions each year. All of those
designations can be expressed as ranks and the ranks assigned by each judge or taster (t) can be
expressed as a rank vector !! =(!!,! , !!!,! , …!!!,! ) for a total of T tasters and a total of W wines.
In brief, a rank preference model can then be employed to evaluate several aspects of the tasting
results. Mallows (1957)!! and Plackett-Luce (1975, 1977) are widely employed examples of
such models.
Mallows ! is a distance model; the probability of a taster’s rank vector ! !! is inversely related
to its distance from a central or consensus vector (!! ). Mallows ! model appears in Equation (1)
and it expresses the probability of a taster’s rank vector as a scalar ! with a Kendall distance
exponent (!! !! , !! ) divided by a normalizing constant (!! ! ).
highest at !! = !! and it decreases as !! increases.

The probability of !! is

Kendall distance !! is the number of

adjacent-member swaps that are needed to transform one rank vector into another. For example,
if !! = (1, 2, 3, 4) and!!! = (3, 1, 2, 4) then !! !! , !! = 2 where the swaps are (1, 3, 2, 4) and
(1, 2, 3, 4).
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Plackett-Luce (1975, 1977) is a multi-stage model; judges’ decisions are expressed as a series of
probabilistic comparisons. The Plackett-Luce model in Equation (2) expresses the probability of
a taster’s rank vector as a conditional probability that depends on a flexible set of continuous
preference probabilities (!! ). Each !! is the probability that wine i is most-preferred, and those
probabilities can express both ties and differences in the relative strengths of preferences. The
Plackett-Luce model is employed by transforming tasters’ rank vectors !! into order vectors (!! )
in which each position i holds the label of the wine with the corresponding position rank. For
example, for object vector !! = !"# with score vector !! = 75, 80,70 , the rank and order
vectors are !! = 2, 1, 3 !and !! = (!"#). The machinery in Equation (2) can be visualized as
calculating the probability of one branch on a probability tree.
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Maximum likelihood estimates (MLEs) of !! in Mallows ! and !! in Plackett-Luce imply an
aggregate or consensus order of preference. In addition, orders based ! and !! comply with
choice axioms concerning transitivity that orderings based on sums-of-scores and sums-of-ranks
may not. Examples of two additional wine-related research applications of rank preference
models are summarized below.
Are wine tasting results just random? That question is answered here by calculating MLEs of
the parameters in a rank preference model using the log-likelihood function in Equation (3A).
The test statistic for randomness is then the likelihood ratio statistic (LRS) in Equation (3B) and
that LRS is often evaluated as having, asymptotically, a chi-square distribution. The p-value for
the LRS is the probability that the observed wine tasting results are random. Much literature
shows that assuming a chi-square distribution for the small sample sizes associated with wine
tasting results many lead to inaccurate results. Consequently, a p-value based on the exact
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distribution of ℒ may be more accurate. A Plackett-Luce model was employed to evaluate 18
tastings involving 96 wines. The tasting data, and MATLAB code written by the author, have
been uploaded to the JWE data site. The exact p-value was < 0.05 for 12 of the 18 tastings. The
other 6 included tastings with very similar wines and probable palate fatigue. Thus, most of
those wine tasting results do not appear to be random.
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(3A)
(3B)

Does the gender balance of wine judges cause bias in awards? This third research application is
important if women and men have differences in preference that would cause them to make
different awards. The question of bias is answered using a mixture of rank preference models
and the LRS in Equation (4). Again, although the LRS is often assumed to have a chi-square
distribution, an exact p-value may be more accurate. A Plackett-Luce model was employed to
estimate ℒ! and ℒ! and ℒ!!! for 18 tastings involving 96 wines. Like for the analysis of
randomness above, the data and MATLAB code have been uploaded to the JWE data site. Not
even one exact p-value was < 0.10. Subject to the qualification that non-gender-related variation
in preferences is substantial, women and men appear to assign about the same scores and ranks
to the same wines thus the gender balance of wine judges does not bias the awards.
!"# = 2 ℒ ! + ℒ ! − ℒ !!!

(4)

Rank preference models may assist in answering many other wine-related research questions.
Several examples follow. Can wine judges’ scores be evaluated as missing-information partial
rankings? Do scores contain more information about preferences than ranks? Can judges be
identified who appear to assign scores or ranks randomly? Can a difference between local
(among-similar-wines) and global (all-wines) random expressions of preference be identified?
Can differences between consensus, idiosyncratic and random expressions of preference be
identified? Does wine-related training or knowledge affect a judge’s preference order? How
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many wines can a judge taste before palate fatigue leads to scores or ranks that appear to be
biased and/or random?
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